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Abstract
In this paper we analyse data from the SemEval lexical substitution task in those cases where the annotators indicated
that the target word was part of a phrase before substitutingthe target with a synonym. We classify the types of phrases
that were provided in this way by the annotators in order to evaluate the utility of the method as a means of producing a
gold-standard for multiword evaluation. Multiword evaluation is a difficult area because lexical resources are not complete
and people’s judgments on multiwords vary. Whilst we do not believe lexical substitution is necessarily a panacea for
multiword evaluation, we do believe it is a useful methodology because the annotator is focused on the task of substitution.
Following the analysis, we make some recommendations whichwould make the data easier to classify.

1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in “multiwords” in the
computational linguistics community owing to their
common occurrence in everyday language and the
problems that they cause automatic systems. The def-
inition of multiwords provided by Sag et al. (2002)
“idiosyncratic interpretations that cross word bound-
aries (or spaces)” is useful, though it is acknowledged
to be a rough guide rather than a precise definition be-
cause of the great variety of phenomena encompassed
by the term multiword. There are a large number of
approaches that aim to detect multiwords automati-
cally, using statistics or linguistics or a mixture of
the two, however an outstanding issue is evaluation
methodology (Grégoire et al., 2008). Previous work
has relied on i) manual scrutiny of the lists output
from systems (Lin, 1999; Krenn and Evert, 2001; Bla-
heta and Johnson, 2001; Piao et al., 2003), ii) compar-
ison with predefined lexical resources (Baldwin and
Villavicencio, 2002; Fazly and Stevenson, 2006) and
also iii) human judgments of compositionality (Ban-
nard et al., 2003; McCarthy et al., 2003; Venkatapa-
thy and Joshi, 2005). Most of these approaches for
evaluation produce useful results by specifically tar-
geting a particular sub-type of multiword expressions,
such as verb-particles or verb-objects, where it is eas-
ier for humans to make manual judgments on the given
type of expression. There are however residual is-
sues which researchers acknowledge because prede-
fined resources are incomplete and manual judgments
show low agreement because the notion of multiword
is not clear cut. Furthermore, non-compositionality
is only one aspect of multiwords since there are non-
productive yet compositional phrases for examplefry-
ing pan (Bannard et al., 2003).

This article explores the use of substitution as a
methodology for creating multiword data. To do this
we examine the dataset created for the English Lexi-
cal Substitution task in SemEval (McCarthy and Nav-
igli, 2007) (hereafter referred to asLEXSUB). In this
paper, we examine the subset of theLEXSUB dataset
where annotators identified that the target was an inte-
gral part of a phrase. We wish to see how well suited
the annotations are as a gold standard for multiword
evaluation.
TheLEXSUB task involved a team of 5 annotators who
provided substitutes (near synonyms or paraphrases)
for target words in sentences. This evaluated the per-
formance of systems on the hybrid task of finding
good synonyms, and determining the right meaning
(and therefore choice of synonym) in the right context.
Multiwords have pretty much been ignored in the tasks
from SemEval and its predecessors: SENSEVAL (Kil-
garriff and others, 1998), SENSEVAL-2 (Cotton et
al., 2001) and SENSEVAL-3 (Mihalcea and Edmonds,
2004). In theWSD tasks, multiwords have usually
been manually marked up1 and , in the event of more
than one entry of the same multiword in the same
dictionary, systems have then performedWSD just as
they do for regular words, without any need to iden-
tify multiwords. In the lexical substitution task in Se-
mEval, the annotators had to identify sentences where
the target word was “an integral part of a phrase” and
what that phrase was. The task was specifically de-
signed in this way to cater for multiwords, indeed mul-
tiword detection and identification were evaluated as a

1Even in the first SENSEVAL where they were not man-
ually annotated, the list of multiwords was predetermined
by the dictionary and identification was a relatively trivial
enterprise.
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subtask though the main focus ofLEXSUB was exam-
ining the synonym identification and disambiguation
capabilities of systems.
In this paper, we present a classification of theLEX-
SUB annotations where the target was determined by
the annotators to be part of a phrase. The classification
was devised to distinguish whether the annotations are
due to syntactic paraphrasing necessitated by the act of
substitution or whether they are due to collocational,
syntactic or semantic idiosyncrasies that are character-
istic of multiword expressions. The author manually
analysed the annotations according to the various cate-
gories of this classification and we examine the results
of the classification.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section
we describe theLEXSUB task with particular atten-
tion to the annotations which involved putative mul-
tiwords. In section 3. we describe the classification
that we are presenting here and the process of its ap-
plication. We give the results of the analysis in sec-
tion 4. followed by a discussion in section 5. In the dis-
cussion, we examine the merits and issues with using
substitution to create a multiword resource given the
methodology of consensus adopted forLEXSUB and
we make some future recommendations. We discuss
ways in which the various distinctions in our classifi-
cation might be amenable to automatic detection and
we briefly compare the contents of theLEXSUB multi-
word resource (hereafterLEXSUBMW) with WordNet
given that this was used for a baseline system in the
task.2 We conclude in section 6.

2. The Lexical Substitution Task
TheLEXSUB task was run as one of 19 semantic eval-
uation tasks at SemEval 2007 (Agirre et al., 2007).
For theLEXSUB task, 2010 sentences were extracted
from the Internet Corpus of English (Sharoff, 2006)
for a set of 201 target words (nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs). Both manual and automatic methods
were used for selecting both the words and selecting
the sentences (see (McCarthy and Navigli, 2007) for
further details). The 5 Annotators were all native
English speakers living in the UK; 3 had a linguistics
background whilst 2 did not. Each “item” is a target
occurrence of a word in a sentence. In the following
example item for the target wordpost:

However, both posts include a one-year hand over
period and consequently the elections need to be held
one year in advance of the end of their terms.

2We use WordNet version 2.1 as this was used for the
LEXSUB baseline system.

3 annotators providedposition as the substitute, 2 pro-
vided job and 1 providedrole. 3

For each item, the annotators are also asked to fill in
a box labelled “target word is part of a phrase” (here-
after TWPP) if the word is considered an integral part
of a phrase and provide the phrase in that box. The
items where the annotators gave such responses is the
subset of theLEXSUB dataset that we analyse in this
paper. The annotators were given guidelines4 and
were advised as follows:

If you think the word is actually an inte-
gral part of a phrase which appears within
the sentence please indicate this in your re-
sponse by entering the phrase in the box
markedTarget word is part of phrase: and
then supplying your substitute in the usual
response box.

Examples shown in figure 1 were given and then the
annotators were advised that the phrase may appear
with intervening words and given the additional ex-
ample in figure 2.
No formal definition of “multiword” was given. It
was anticipated that the annotators could use this box
when it is not easy to provide a substitute for the tar-
get without considering the phrase because either i)
the phrase is lexicalised and the meaning of the target
is specialised in the phrase because of this or ii) it is
not possible to substitute the word because of syntac-
tic constraints, so the phrase must be considered and a
substitute supplied to replace the phrase.
Whilst the second category can cover paraphrases that
would not generally be considered multiwords, it will
also cover syntactic idiosyncrasies such as the appro-
priate use of a particle or preposition with a verb. Verb
particle constructions and prepositional verbs are usu-
ally regarded as multiwords due to some level of syn-
tactic and possibly semantic idiosyncrasy. Further-
more, syntactic information on verb particle construc-
tions is a necessary component of NLP lexicons for
both syntactic analysis and generation capabilities.
The TWPP data were converted into a multiword gold-
standard (LEXSUBMW) for two reasons. Firstly for a
multiword detection and identification subtask of the
LEXSUB task and secondly for analysis of system per-
formance on theLEXSUB substitution tasks with and

3Note that the annotators were allowed to provide up to
3 substitutes provided that they felt they were all equally as
good. Note also that the annotators responses were semi-
automatically lemmatised.

4The full set of annotator guidelines are available at
http://www.informatics.susx.ac.uk/research/nlp/mccarthy/files/
instructions.pdf.
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Figure 1: Examples for TWPP box

Figure 2: Further Examples for TWPP box: with intervening words

without the subset of items judged to be multiwords
(i.e. those items inLEXSUBMW).

Whilst there were 5 annotators, the TWPP box was
optional and for many items there was not a TWPP
response. Furthermore, for those items where there
was a TWPP response, not all the annotators pro-
vided one and the annotators did not always agree on
the phrase. The construction ofLEXSUBMW from
the TWPP responses was performed as follows. The
TWPP phrases provided by the annotators were semi-
automatically lemmatised. For each item (target word
in the context of a sentence) a multiword was entered
in the gold-standard if there was a majority vote for the
same form of the multiword (after lemmatisation) and
there were at least two annotators who stipulated the
same phrase (we hereafter refer to this constraint as
MAJORITY>=2). Thus although 1 annotator provided
which way and 1 providedwhich way it would go for
the same item, this item was rejected because annota-
tors do not agree on the actual phrase. From the 1710
sentences released as test data (300 of the 2010 sen-
tences were used as trial data) 282 items were identi-
fied by at least one annotator as TWPP. Using theMA -
JORITY>=2 criterion resulted in 130 sentences with
such a consensus which were entered inLEXSUBMW.
Inter-annotator agreement figures and evaluation of

WordNet as a baseline system is given in (McCarthy
and Navigli, 2007). In the following section we pro-
vide a classification of all 282 TWPP responses and
analyse the annotators’ TWPP responses in terms of
this classification.

3. Analysis of the TWPP Responses

Our classification is designed to help us distinguish
cases when the TWPP responses are used for para-
phrasing to retain grammaticality after substitution
compared with cases when the target is a part of a
genuine multiword expression with collocational pref-
erence or stronger semantic idiosyncracies. We also
wished to distinguish compositional collocations from
non-compositional multiwords. We do this by assum-
ing that if the phrase has idiosyncratic properties then
the substitute will replace the entire phrase. This is
true for semantically opaque constructions where se-
mantic interpretation is not easily derived from the
constituent words and also, to a lesser extent, for the
less semantically transparent collocations.
Verb particles form a large and easily identifiable set
of multiword constructions so we classified the verb
particle constructions separately from other types. We
specified whether the substitute was also a verb par-
ticle construction or not. If the substitute was a verb
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particle construction this might include the same or
a different particle, compared to the TWPP response
being substituted. From examining the data, it seems
that a substitute verb particle construction is usually
more compositional compared to cases where the sub-
stitute was a single word. We provide examples with
the classification below.

3.1. The Classification

We designed the classification to answer the following
questions:

1. Is the TWPP response a verb particle construc-
tion?

(a) Is the substitute also a verb particle con-
struction?

(b) Is the substitute a word (not a verb particle
construction) which replaces the verb parti-
cle construction?

2. If not a verb particle construction, is the phrase
sufficiently semantically opaque such that the
substitute must replace the whole phrase?

3. If not, does the phrase have a strong collocational
preference between the words and

(a) does the substitute replace the whole phrase
(even though the meaning of the individual
words in the phrase is relatively transparent
compared to 2)?

(b) does the substitute only replace the target
word within the phrase (whilst there is a
collocational preference for the phrase, the
construction is less fixed compared to 3a)?

4. Has the phrase been used simply for ease of para-
phrasing because the substitute that the annotator
feels is optimal cannot replace the target on its
own because of grammatical constraints?

Cases where the substitute covered the whole phrase
were felt to be either more likely to be semantically
idiosyncratic (1b,2,3a) OR due to grammatical con-
straints where the annotator was using the response
box for ease of paraphrasing (4 and 1a to a certain ex-
tent). 3b is more compositional compared to 3a but
does have a certain degree of specialised interpreta-
tion. These criteria demonstrate various levels of se-
mantic idiosyncracy and help us to distinguish cases
which were simply collocational from those where the
constituent words no longer retained their original se-
mantics. The following categories were used to an-
swer the questions above and we also devised a mis-
cellaneous category which we also describe. This was

used for problematic responses and the subcategories
within the miscellaneous category were devised from
manual inspection of the TWPP response where the
other categories were not appropriate. In the exam-
ples below, the target word is shown in boldface and
if there is a substitute, this is shown on the right hand
side of the→ arrow.5

syn a syntactic paraphrase e.g.letters were → corre-
spondence was, earlier than → before

VP1 verb + particle (adverb or preposition) where the
substitute is also a verb + particle construction
e.g.charge with → accuse of

VP2 verb + particle where the substitute is a verb
without a particle e.g.pass away → disappear

sem the meaning of the target is specialised in the
phrase e.g.bull market

colloc1 the target word is substituted with another
word that means something similar to the orig-
inal target and the other part of the phrase should
be retained with the substitute e.g.civil law →

non-criminal

colloc2 the entire phrase would be replaced as a
whole with the substitute, but unlike thesemcat-
egory, the meaning of the target word is reflected
in the meaning of the phrase e.g.critical mass →
crucial level

miscellaneous errerrors from the annotators e.g. the
phrase box was marked with a single word
or the paraphrase retained the original target
word rather than providing a substitute

quote e.g. education, education, education
[source: Tony Blair]

intensifier e.g.very special → exceptional

names e.g.mad cow disease

measure e.g.5 3/4 pounds → 11.27 kilograms

The author manually inspected all the TWPP re-
sponses from each annotator, alongside the substitutes
provided for that item and categorised the TWPP ac-
cording to these categories.6 We hypothesised that

5Note that there is not always a substitute as the anno-
tators were allowed to supply a NIL response if they could
not think of a good substitute for the item.

6The division is not always clear and sometimes several
categories were applicable. For the analysis we used the
category deemed the most appropriate. Ideally we would
have several people assign categories to the annotations and
determine how reliably these categories can be assigned.
We leave that for future work.
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TWPPs which were not strong collocations or lexi-
calised multiword expressions were much less likely
to be identified in the same way by the majority of
annotators.

3.2. Assigning the Categories

The categories are assigned to each non-empty anno-
tator TWPP response for an item. Then for each item
we use the category only if all annotators’ responses
to the TWPP field for this item are of the same cat-
egory. That is, we discard items from our analysis
where we assigned different categories to the TWPP
annotations. There are 11 cases of disagreement
betweenVP1 andVP2 verdicts (some substitutes in-
clude particles whilst others don’t) and 3 betweencol-
loc1 and colloc2. There were only 3 other cases of
disagreement.

4. Results of the Analysis

In table 1 we show for each category the number of
items without disagreement, i.e. where all TWPPs for
the item have the same category. We also show for
these items the average number of annotators identi-
fying TWPP for each item in the category (#ann per
item), the average number of annotators that agree on
the exact phrase (# agreeing on form) for each item
and the number of items meeting theMAJORITY>=2
criteria specified for the multiword task (and there-
fore appearing inLEXSUBMW). From this analysis,
we find most consensus on semantically anomalous
phrases (sem) and verb particles (VP) 7 (particularly
those which are paraphrased without a particle (VP2)).
This demonstrates that theMAJORITY>=2 constraint
ensures a higher proportion of semantically idiosyn-
cractic multiwords in theLEXSUBMW. There is also
considerable consensus for the miscellaneousquote
and for the proper names (name). These are both fixed
phrases which could be identified as such in a lexicon.
The colloc category where the meaning of the target
word is reflected in the phrase has less consensus be-
cause the semantic idiosyncrasy is less apparent. This
consensus is less for the more transparentcolloc1than
colloc2 (because in the latter the phrase is substituted
as a whole).

5. Discussion

In the analysis we have seen that more lexicalised and
semantically idiosyncratic TWPP phrases are more
likely to appear as entries in the muliword gold stan-
dard. This demonstrates that theMAJORITY>=2 con-

7We usecolloc to refer tocolloc1andcolloc2, andVP
to refer to bothVP1 andVP2.

straint is a reasonable one which ensured that most en-
tries in the multiword gold-standard were lexicalised
multiword expressions. In this section we examine the
types of TWPP responses which present as genuine
multiwords yet did not make it into theLEXSUBMW
(false negatives) and those TWPP that did get entered
which are not genuine multiwords (false positives).
From our analysis, we provide recommendations for
using lexical substitution as a way of finding multi-
word expressions. We discuss possible ways that one
might distinguish the different categories in our anal-
ysis automatically. We also discuss briefly the find-
ings from the task as to the overlap between theLEX-
SUBMW entries and the multiwords in WordNet.

5.1. Issues with determining if a annotator
response should be in theLEXSUBMW

The MAJORITY>=2 constraint was intended to en-
sure that entries in theLEXSUBMW were more likely
to be multiword expressions. To a certain extent this
worked as we demonstrated in the last column of ta-
ble 1 which shows that entries meeting this criteria
did tend to be genuine multiwords or fixed expres-
sions (sem, colloc, particularly colloc2, VP particu-
larly VP2), quotes (quote) or proper nouns (name),
and were less likely to be syntactic paraphrases (syn).
We examined the cases where we assigned a category
of sem, colloc2, VP2 and where the item did not meet
theMAJORITY>=2 criterion for theLEXSUBMW and
also those cases where the category wassyn and yet
the item did satisfy theMAJORITY>=2 criteria.

5.1.1. False Negatives
The cases where a genuine multiword response did
not satisfy the criteria seem due to several reasons.
Often, the expression was sufficiently compositional
that whilst the expression might be considered a mul-
tiword, it would be possible to substitute the target in
context and retain the meaning of the phrase.
For example (as before the target word is shown in
boldface):
VP2: bring back, move forward
colloc2: draw to a close, free range
sem: throw into sharp relief, skip a beat

The MAJORITY>=2 constraint sometimes gave rise
to a genuine multiword being omitted fromLEX-
SUBMW, for example we had the following number
of TWPP responses for the various forms (numbers of
responses for each form are shown in brackets):
comes to (2) it comes to (2) come to (1)
forward looking (1) be forward looking (1)
bring closer to (1) bring closer (1)
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catg size #ann per item # agreeing on form inLEXSUBMW (% of catg)
syn 44 1.70 1.61 15 (34.09)
colloc1 65 1.14 1.14 9 (13.85)
colloc2 36 1.97 1.72 15 (41.67)
VP1 11 1.45 1.45 5 (45.45)
VP2 49 2.29 2.27 32 (65.31)
sem 46 2.54 2.26 34 (73.91)
misc:err 4 1.00 1.00 0 (0.00)
misc:quote 1 2.00 2.00 1 (100.00)
misc:inten 1 1.00 1.00 0 (0.00)
misc:name 6 3.00 2.33 5 (83.33)
misc:meas 3 1.00 1.67 0 (0.00)

Table 1: Analysis of the classification of items

The problem is due to the lack of an agreed canonical
form. Possibly this could be resolved in many cases
by linguists scrutinising these cases, or automatically
by using a lemmatiser and resolving any difference to
the longer or shorter form provided that one is a sub-
sequence of the other. Another option would be to use
all choices from the annotators when constructing the
gold-standard, with weights on each form, rather than
applying theMAJORITY>=2 constraint. This would
also allow some credit where currently the phrase is a
false negative because it is sufficiently compositional
for substitution of the target without consideration of
the entire phrase, as in the examples in the first para-
graph in this subsection( 5.1.1.) and for the majority
of colloc1expressions.

5.1.2. False Positives
In these cases, there was a majority vote from two
or more annotators for the same form however, the
phrase was identified for ease of paraphrasing. For
example:
rather than, earlier than, full of, instead of, on our
side, told me (syn)
Most of these seem to be collocational grammatical
constraints between the target and a closed class gram-
matical function word. This might be useful informa-
tion for a computational system, however, these sorts
of expressions are not usually considered to be mul-
tiwords. One way of distinguishing these might be
to discount TWPP where the target word is identified
with one closed class grammatical word and where the
TWPP is not a verb particle construction.8

8We could ask annotators to make a distinction between
when they are using the TWPP response for ease of para-
phrasing and when they believe the phrase is functioning
as a single unit/word. This however might be difficult for
annotators to judge and so we would prefer to make this
distinction automatically.

5.2. Partitioning the Categories

An outstanding question is whether we might be able
to partition these TWPP responses to the various cat-
egories automatically. The syntactic paraphrasing is-
sues might be detected by ruling out any items with a
MAJORITY>=2 which have the target word with one
function word but are not verb particle constructions.
The distinction between collocation and semantic is
based on semantic transparency and might perhaps be
done automatically by comparing semantics of con-
stituent words with that of the phrase (Katz and Gies-
brecht, 2006).
The distinction between whether the substitute re-
places the entire phrase, i.e. that betweencolloc1and
colloc2would best be done in future by asking the an-
notators to stipulate this in a box. Indeed, it might be
preferable to get annotators to focus on only using the
TWPP box where they really need to substitute for the
entire phrase. This would remove thecolloc1 from
the gold-standard and would make the goal of the task
simpler for annotators and systems. It might be easier
to draw a boundary this way between what is a mul-
tiword and what isn’t according to the substitutabil-
ity test, but as we have seen, even semantically id-
iosyncratic multiwords can have some semantic trans-
parency and flexibility with regard to lexical substi-
tutes. For this reason we would recommend keeping
the TWPP as it is (to indicate where the target is an
integral part of a phrase) but when entering a TWPP
response we would recommend requiring the annota-
tors to stipulate in another box whether their substitute
replaces this entire phrase, or just the target word.

5.3. Overlap with WordNet

One future area for research is to what extent the mul-
tiword expressions captured in the lexical substitution
framework coincide with those found in hand-crafted
lexical resources. This work has begun with theLEX-
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SUB multiword subtask where the authors provided
a baseline using WordNet to examine a 5 word win-
dow around the target word (2 words either side) and
determine if there was a multiword expression from
WordNet in that window. 1 participant (Zhao et al.,
2007) also developed a similar system. The precision
for finding that there was a multiword (usingLEX-
SUBMW as the gold-standard) on the items which
were found in WordNet using the 5-gram window was
43.6% approx and the recall against all the items with
an entry inLEXSUBMW was 36.9%. These figures
show that there is a lot of room for improvement but
one clear impediment is that whichever resource is
used will have gaps. Furthermore, there were many
entries in WordNet that were not found by the anno-
tators since they are relatively compositional and pro-
ductive collocations for examplecivil law, civil war,
civil authority, compost heap, garbage heap, phone
number, phone bill. If these had been found by anno-
tators they would have been categorised here ascol-
loc1. For identification of the exact form, precision
of the items identified by the WordNet baseline was
40% whereas recall against all inLEXSUBMW was
33.9%. Sometimes the issue is the canonical form.
For example, in WordNet there is a multiwordlook
forward whereas the majority of annotators voted for
the form look forward to. Sometimes it was simply
that the 5-gram window used in the baseline did not
allow for multiwords where the target word appeared
with more than two words to the right or left for exam-
ple, pull out all the stops. If we calculate identifica-
tion of the correct form only where WordNet did find a
multiword AND there was a multiword entry inLEX-
SUBMW then we get 91.7% precision. The canonical
form is much less of a problem compared with the fact
that WordNet and other resources will record common
collocations which are quite productive and composi-
tional and will not necessarily be picked up by anno-
tators on a substitution task. Furthermore, there are
many responses from annotators which are not found
in WordNet. Thesyncategory are a common example
(e.g.earlier than, rather than) but also because Word-
Net has some stored without a space e.g.goalpost and
scrapbook, and, like all lexical resources, it has some
omissions e.g.pass muster. 9

9Please note that we report here the performance of the
WordNet baseline used at SemEval however, performance
of a WordNet baseline can be expected to be better than
reported due to minor bugs in that baseline system. This
can be seen by the slightly better performance of the par-
ticipant system (Zhao et al., 2007) which adopted a similar
approach. We report results for the official baseline as that
was reported at the time of the competition, but we only

6. Conclusions

In this paper we present analysis of a multiword re-
source that has been produced as a consequence of a
lexical substitution task. The analysis performed here
investigates the type of multiword expression found in
the data by the annotators who were focused on the
task of substitution but asked to identify cases where
the word was an integral part of a phrase. We exam-
ine the responses of the annotators to determine the
proportion of verb particles, collocations and seman-
tically idiosyncratic phrases as well as those which
seem to be due to syntactic/paraphrasing constraints.
We show that theMAJORITY>=2 constraint on en-
tries appearing in the gold-standard does indeed en-
sure that a higher percentage of genuine multiwords
appear in the resource than would be if we included
all responses, however since there are some genuine
multiwords which do not get entered because they fail
this constraint, it may be worth entering all responses
but with a weighting on the number of annotators se-
lecting that response.
By and large we see many of the multiwords found
during the lexical substitution exercise appearing in
WordNet, however there are differences with many
legitimate multiwords not present in one or other
resource. Typically, those in WordNet and not in
LEXSUB are often semantically transparent colloca-
tions that do not necessitate identification for substitu-
tion purposes because the meaning of the constituent
words is retained in the expression. There are some
expressions found inLEXSUBMW and not in Word-
Net which are due to the paraphrasing/substitution na-
ture of theLEXSUB task. We believe these can perhaps
be weeded out by using various patterns such as if the
target word consists of the target word preceded or fol-
lowed by a closed class word where the phrase is not
a verb particle construction.
We do not believe that our approach is a panacea for
multiword evaluation, however we do feel it is useful
because the annotators are focused on the substitution
task and are not asked to make difficult judgments on
whether a phrase is a multiword or not. Instead the
focus is whether the target word is substitutable in its
own right, or whether there are semantic or syntactic
peculiarities of the phrasal context that need to be con-
sidered.
For the future, we would also recommend instructing
annotators to indicate when filling in the TWPP box
whether the substitute replaces the whole phrase (as
with VP1, VP2, colloc2 and sem) or just the target

report omissions from WordNet that are not due to bugs in
theLEXSUB MW baseline.
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word.
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